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Abstract

We study a model ofprobably exactly correct(PExact) learning that can be viewed either as the Exact model
(learning from equivalence queries only) relaxed so that counterexamples to equivalence queries are distributionally
drawn rather thanadversarially chosenor as the probably approximately correct (PAC)model strengthened to require
a perfect hypothesis.We also introduce a model of probably almost exactly correct (PAExact) learning that requires
a hypothesis with negligible error and thus lies between the PExact and PAC models. Unlike the Exact and PExact
models, PAExact learning is applicable to classes of functions defined over infinite instance spaces. We obtain a
number of separation results between these models. Of particular note are some positive results for efficient parallel
learning in the PAExact model, which stand in stark contrast to earlier negative results for efficient parallel Exact
learning.
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1. Introduction

Consider the following circuit design problem: you are given a representation of someBoolean function
f, and you have in mind a target classC of function representations (say DNF, or sum-of-products,
representations).You would like to efficiently find a reasonably small (by somemeasure)c ∈ C such that
c ≡ f . Can learning algorithms be applied to this problem?
Obviously, algorithms that produce only approximators to the targetf , such as probably approximately

correct (PAC) learning algorithms[16], cannot be used for this task. On the other hand, in the traditional
model of Exact learning from an equivalence oracle[1], the learning algorithm is presented with adver-
sarially chosen counterexamples to its intermediate hypotheses, which seems to be a “harder” model of
learning than is required for our problem. For example, in the circuit design problem, it might be rea-
sonable to expect that counterexamples are chosen randomly according to a simple induced probability
distribution over the set of all possible counterexamples.
Thus, we consider a model (introduced by Bshouty) that lies between the PAC and Exact models.

Theprobably exactly correct(PExact) learning model (called PEC in[8]), like the PAC model, allows
some chance that the algorithm will fail to find a good representation of the target function. However,
unlike the PAC model, PExact learning has the added requirement that the hypothesis produced by the
learning algorithm must be perfect. Alternatively, as already indicated, one may view this as a variant of
Angluin’s Exact model[1] in which each counterexample to an equivalence query is chosen randomly
rather than maliciously. The PExact model, then, is intended to lie between these two earlier models,
requiring somewhat more of a learning algorithm than the PAC model but somewhat less than the Exact
model.
In addition to the potential for applications arising from results in this model, there are significant

theoretical reasons for studying it. Strong lower bounds for exact learning in parallel were given by
Bshouty[8], who proved that every class that requires�(logn) sequential equivalence queries is not
efficiently exactly learnable in parallel. Such classes include monotone conjunctions, monotone DNF
formulae, decision trees, and others. Most of these lower bounds rely on adversarial strategies that
maliciously choose counterexamples for the equivalence queries. This begs the question of whether these
classes are learnable in parallel if distributional counterexamples are available, which led to Bshouty’s
original interest in the PExact model[8].
In fact, other authors have also considered the PExact model: for example, some results on learning a

restricted class of finite automata have previously been obtained[15,10]. Such results further motivate
study of the question of how this model compares with existing well-studied models of learning, in
particular the PAC model, exact learning and online learning[14].
In this paper, we provide some initial comparisons between the PExact model and these earlier models.

First, we give some simple simulation arguments to formalize the intuition that Exact learnability implies
PExact learnability which in turn implies PAC learnability. We also show that if a class is learnable with
respect to arbitrary distributions by a deterministic PExact algorithm (we call this DPExact learning) then
that class is in fact Exact learnable by a deterministic algorithm (a model that we call DExact).
Next, we turn to some separation results. Making no assumptions, we are able to provide a weak

(distribution- and representation-specific) separation between the PExact and PAC models. Also, Blum’s
well-known separation between Exact and PAC[5], which is based on the standard cryptographic as-
sumption that one-way functions exist, is adapted in order to more strongly separate the PExact and
PAC models. Furthermore, we show that there is a (contrived) distribution such that monotone DNF is
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Fig. 1. Summary of results: (a)Exact ⊆ PExact ⊆ PAExact ⊆ PAC. (b) DPExact = DExact . (c) PAC �= PExact if
one-way functions exist. (d)PAC �= PExact under the uniformdistribution (without assumptions, but representation dependent).
(e) Exact �= PExact since monotone DNF is not properlyExact learnable but is properlyPExact learnable under some
distribution. (f) monotone conjunctions arePAExact-learnable (in parallel).

learnable in the PExact model, which, due to Angluin’s hardness result for monotone DNF in Exact[2],
separates PExact from Exact in a distribution-specific sense.
Finally, we introduce a new model that lies between the PExact and PAC models. This probably

almost exactly correct (PAExact) model requires that the hypothesis produced by the learning algorithm
have negligible (smaller than inverse polynomial) error, which is stronger than the PAC requirement and
weaker than the PExact requirement. In this model we are able to obtain some positive results for efficient
learning in parallel, in marked contrast to Bshouty’s profoundly negative results for Exact learning.
Fig. 1 summarizes the key results of this paper.
It should also be noted that neither the Exact nor the PExact model applies to learning infinite classes of

functions defined over infinite instance spaces. As a simple concrete example, note that we cannot Exact
learn an arbitrary interval over the reals from counterexamples alone, even if we are allowed constant
probability of failure. The PAExact model, on the other hand, can potentially overcome this limitation
by allowing for a negligible amount of error in the hypothesis. Thus, the PAExact model appears to be a
particularly good analog of Exact learning for use in infinite instance space settings.

2. Preliminaries

We are interested in learnability between two well-studied models of learning: Valiant’s model of PAC
learning[16] and Angluin’s model of Exact learning[1]. In all of the models we consider, some class
of Boolean functionsC over some instance spaceX is fixed in advance, and the key question is whether
or not any algorithm exists that can “efficiently learn” an arbitraryf ∈ C given access to an oracle
for f. What varies in the models is the definition of “efficiently learn” and the form of the oracle. In all
models, we will assume thatX andC are actually unions of setsXn andCn parameterized by a natural
numbern. Generally, we assume that for eachn,Xn is finite. For example,Xwill in this paper typically be⋃∞
n=0 {0,1}n. Furthermore, we will assume that eachCwe study has an associated complexity measure

that we call thesizeof a function inC. For example, ifCn is the class of all monotone Boolean functions
over {0,1}n, then for anyf ∈ C, size(f ) might be defined as the number of terms in the smallest
monotone DNF expression representingf. This complexity measure is useful in giving a reasonable
definition of efficient learnability: if we are trying to learn a representation off as a monotone DNF, then
our algorithm should be allowed sample size and run time related in some way tosize(f ), since at least
this much time is required just to write down the solution.
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In the PAC model, the learning algorithm is provided with anexample oracleEXD,f . Each query
to the example oracle provides the learning algorithm with anexample〈x, f (x)〉, wherex is chosen
randomly fromXn according to an unknown but fixed probability distributionD overXn andf (x) is
called thelabelof the example.We say that a function classC isPAC learnableif there is an algorithmA
(possibly randomized) such that for any�, � > 0, any natural numbern, anyf ∈ Cn (thetarget function),
and any distributionD overXn, with probability at least 1− � over the random choice of examples
x and any randomization inA, algorithmA(EXD,f , �, �) produces a hypothesis functionh such that
Prx∼D[f (x) �= h(x)] < �, and does this with a number of example queries polynomial inn, size(f ),
1/�, and 1/�. If the run time ofA is also polynomially bounded in these parameters, thenC is said to be
efficiently PAC learnable. If D is a family of distributions overX containing oneDn for each value ofn,
then we say thatC isPAC learnable with respect to(orunder)D if C is PAC learnable given that the target
distribution is a member ofD. If D is the family of uniform distributions overX, then we simply say that
C is PAC learnable with respect to the uniform distribution. If C is PAC learnable and the hypothesish
output byA is an element ofC, thenC is said to beproperlyPAC learnable.
In the Exact model, the learning algorithm is provided with anequivalence oracleEQf . The algorithm

queries the oracle by providing a hypothesis functionhover the same spaceXn for whichf is defined. The
oracle then either returns “yes”, indicating thatf andhare equivalent overXn, or returns acounterexample
x ∈ Xn such thatf (x) �= h(x). We say that a function classC isExact learnableif there is an algorithm
A (possibly randomized) such that for anyn, any � > 0, and anyf ∈ Cn, algorithmA(EQf , �)
produces—with probability at least 1− � over the random choices made byA—a hypothesis function
h such thatf ≡ h, using a number of equivalence queries polynomial inn, size(f ), and 1/�. Again, if
the run time ofA is also polynomial in these parameters, thenC is said to beefficiently Exact learnable.
If all hypotheses used in queries byA belong toC, thenC is said to beproperlyExact learnable. IfC
is Exact learnable by a deterministic algorithm with a sample size polynomial inn andsize(f ) alone
(� is not relevant for a deterministic Exact algorithm), thenC is said to bedeterministic exact(DExact)
learnable. Angluin’s original definition of exact learning[1] is essentially the model we call DExact, but
for purpose of the comparisons made in this paper we find it useful to allow for randomized learners as
well.
Now, we formally define the PExact and PAExact learning models (to simplify notation, the parameter

n is often dropped fromX andC from now on and should be clear from context). LetD be any fixed
probability distribution over instance spaceX. ThePExact equivalence oracleEQD,f for a target concept
f takes an input hypothesish from the learner and returns a random counterexample drawn according to
the induced distribution ofD onXf�h

def= {x ∈ X | f (x) �= h(x)}. For any subsetS ⊆ X,D(S) represents
the probability that a random drawx according toD is an element ofS.

Definition 1 (PExact learnable). A concept classC is PExact learnable underD = {Dn}n if there is
an algorithmA (possibly randomized) and a polynomialp(·, ·, ·) such that for each� > 0 and for each
f ∈ C, algorithmA queriesEQD,f on at mostp(n, �−1, size(f )) equivalence queries and then outputs
h so thatD(Xf�h) = 0 with probability at least 1− � over the random choice of counterexamples and
any randomness inA.

Definition 2 (PAExact learnable). A concept classC is PAExact learnable underD = {Dn}n if there is
an algorithmA (possibly randomized), a functionq(·, ·) that is superpolynomial in both of its parameters,
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and a polynomialp(·, ·, ·) such that for any� > 0 and for eachf ∈ C, algorithmA queriesEQD,f on
at mostp(n, �−1, size(f )) equivalence queries and then outputsh so thatD(Xf�h)�1/q(n, size(f ))
with probability at least 1− � over the random choice of counterexamples and any randomness inA.

The classC isefficientlyPExact (PAExact) learnable with respect toD if there is a polynomialp2(·, ·, ·)
such that the running time of the PExact (PAExact) algorithm is bounded byp2(n, �

−1, size(f )).We say
thatC is (distribution-free) PExact(PAExact) learnableif there is an algorithm that PExact (PAExact)
learnsC under any distribution familyD.
To illustrate the difference between the adversarial Exact model and the uniform-distribution PExact

model, consider the following simple example of learning monotone conjunctions (expressions of the
form vi1 ∧ vi2 ∧ · · · ∧ vik ) over the instance space{0,1}n.

Example 1. Using the standardlist-crossofftechnique[16], the algorithm first queries the PExact oracle
with the always-0 hypothesish0. This either returns “yes”, in which case the algorithm outputsh0 and
terminates, or it returns a counterexamplex which the target labels 1. The algorithm’s next hypothesis,
h1, is the conjunction of those variables that correspond to 1’s in the counterexamplex. The PExact oracle
is then queried with this hypothesis. For eachi > 1, the hypothesishi is formed by taking a conjunction
of those variables inhi−1 that correspond to 1’s in the counterexample received from the oracle call using
hi−1 as the hypothesis.
Notice that if variablevi is irrelevant then each counterexample assignsvi a 0 value with probability12.

Therefore, for any� > 0, with probability at least 1− � variablevi will not be included in the hypothesis
produced by the algorithm after log(�−1) counterexamples have been seen. Let� represent the number
of irrelevant variables in the target conjunction. Then by the union bound, the hypothesis produced after
log�/�� logn/� counterexamples will exactly agree with the target with probability at least 1− �.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that an adversarial equivalence oracle can force any Exact learner to

make� queries. Specifically, on any query with a hypothesis that does not include all relevant variables,
the oraclewill respondwith the vector 1n of all 1’s, which gives no information other than that the function
is not the always-0 function. On any query with a hypothesish that contains all relevant variables and
at least one irrelevant variablevi , a counterexample will be provided that has 1’s corresponding to all
variables inh exceptvi . This allows the algorithm to eliminate one irrelevant variable, but provides no
additional information.

In this work, parallel learnability of certain concepts classes will also be considered. Aparallel al-
gorithm is an algorithm that is run simultaneously on multiple machines that are identical except that
each processor has a unique identifier. The machines are assumed to have local stores as well as a shared
global store. When the machines access oracles, it is assumed that the oracle can respond to all requests
simultaneously and, if the oracle is randomized, with independent responses. The sample and time com-
plexities of the parallel algorithm are the maximum sample and time complexities of any single machine.
As a simple example, consider an algorithmA such that wheneverA draws an example from its oracle
it also drawst − 1 more; that is,A draws examples in batches of sizet. Then a parallel version of this
algorithm ont processors can be constructed that will have sample complexity 1/t that ofA.
A classC isefficiently learnable in parallelin a learning model (PAC, PExact, etc.) if there is a parallel

algorithm with polynomially (in all parameters appropriate to the model) many processors learningC in
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time and sample complexity polylogarithmic in the number of processors. That is, the time and sample
complexity must be polynomial in logn, log(size(f )), and, as applicable to the model, log(1/�) and
log(1/�). Each oracle call is counted as unit time even if a hypothesis provided to the oracle cannot be
computed efficiently in parallel.

3. Containment results

In this section, we give our first results, formally showing containments between various classes. We
also show that the deterministic, distribution-free versions of the PExact andExactmodels are equivalent.
For a learning modelA (e.g., PAC) we use the notationA (e.g.,PAC) to represent the set of all function

classes that are learnable in model A. Thus, for two learning models A and B, we useA ⊆ B to denote
that every class that is learnable in model A is also learnable in model B.

Theorem 1. Exact ⊆ PExact ⊆ PAExact ⊆ PAC.

Proof. The relationExact ⊆ PExact ⊆ PAExact is immediate. The relationPAExact ⊆ PAC is also
not hard to see since a PAC simulation of the PAExact algorithm will use the PAC example oracle to
provide a random counterexample drawn according to the underlying distribution. This type of rejection
sampling will sample according to the induced distribution on the set of counterexamples. Note also
that if the PAExact algorithm is efficient then the PAC algorithm will be as well, since failure to find a
counterexample after polynomially many examples indicates that with high probability the algorithm has
found an adequate hypothesis.�

The following lemma will be particularly useful for our next result—relating the PExact and Exact
models—as well as later in the paper.

Lemma 2. LetXn bean instance set of finite cardinalityNand letx1 < x2 < · · · < xN bea total ordering
of Xn. Fix a target f overXn. LetEQf be defined as follows: given any hypothesish �≡ f , EQf (h)

returns the first(according to the given total ordering) xj such thath(xj ) �= f (xj ). Leth1, h2, . . . , hm
be any finite sequence ofm < N hypotheses overXn such that for everyhk there exists a j for which
hk(xj ) �= f (xj ). Then for any� > 0, there is a distribution D overXn that is a function solely of� and
the ordering onXn with the following property: if the sequence of m hypothesesh1, h2, . . . , hm is queried
against bothEQf andEQD,f then, with probability at least1− � over the choices made byEQD,f ,
for all of the m hypotheseshk, EQD,f (hk) produces the same counterexample asEQf (hk).

Proof. For 1�i < N , defineD(xi)
def= (�/N)i−1(1− (�/N)), and defineD(xN)

def= (�/N)N−1. It is
easily verified that for any 1���N ,

∑N
i=� D(xi) = (�/N)�−1, since the sum telescopes. Therefore,D

is a probability distribution overXn. Next, for any fixed 1�k�m, letxj be the counterexample returned
byEQf (hk). Then there is some setS ⊆ {j + 1, . . . , N} such that the probability thatEQD,f (hk) fails
to return the same counterexamplexj is∑

i∈S D(xi)
D(xj )+∑

i∈S D(xi)
.
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Furthermore, for any 1�j�N , this quantity is at most�/N . To see this, first note that ifEQf (hk) = xN
thenj = N andS ⊆ {j + 1, . . . , N} = ∅. So in this case the numerator of the above quantity is 0. On
the other hand, for any fixedj < N ,∑

i∈S D(xi)
D(xj )+∑

i∈S D(xi)
�

�

N

⇔
∑
i∈S

D(xi)�
�

N

(
D(xj )+

∑
i∈S

D(xi)

)

⇔
(
1− �

N

)∑
i∈S

D(xi)�
(

�

N

)j (
1− �

N

)

and this last inequality holds since
∑

i∈S D(xi)�
∑N

i=j+1 D(xi) = (�/N)j . Therefore, by the union
bound, the probability that there exists ak such thatEQD,f (hk) fails to returnEQf (hk) is at most�.
�

We refer to distributions such as the one defined in Lemma2asstair-step distributions, since a vertical
bar graph of the ordered weights would resemble a set of (irregularly spaced) stairs. Such distributions
are of course highly unnatural, but must be allowed in any fully distribution-free model.
Now, we show a close relationship betweenPExact andExact learning. Define the deterministic PExact

model DPExact as the PExact model with the requirement that the learner is a deterministic algorithm.
That is, the confidence parameter� is provided only to account for uncertainty inherent in accessing
examples through the probability distributionD and not to cover any randomness in the algorithm itself.
Similarly, define the deterministic Exact model DExact as the Exact model with the requirement that the
learner is deterministic. Then, we have:

Theorem 3. Let C be any class for which there exists a deterministic algorithmM that (efficiently)
DPExact learns C. Then C is(efficiently) DExact learnable. That is, in the distribution-free setting,

DPExact = DExact.

Proof. Consider an algorithmM′ that is identical toM except that it asks queries in such a way that it
prevents the oracle from providing a counterexamplexmore than once. Specifically, we can think ofM′
as intercepting each oracle call made byM with hypothesish and evaluatingh on each counterexample
x1, x2, . . . , xk thatM′ has already seen, beginning with the first counterexample received and continuing
in the order in which they were received. Ifh is correct on all of thekprevious counterexamples, thenM′
calls the oracle withhand returns the counterexample received toM. Otherwise, the first counterexample
for whichh produces the wrong label is returned as a counterexample toM.
We claim that ifM DPExact learnsC, thenM′ DExact learnsC. Assuming otherwise, then for any

polynomialp(·, ·) there is somen,f ∈ Cn, and sequenceS = x1, x2, . . . , xm of distinct counterexamples
such that afterm = p(n, size(f )) queriesh1, h2, . . . , hm, M′ has still not learnedf. Fixing � = 1

4, we
can construct a “stair step” distributionD as described in Lemma2 such that with probability at least
3/4,M learning fromEQD,f sees exactly the same sequence of counterexamples that it sees if it is run
as a subroutine ofM′ andM′ sees the sequenceS. Thus, with probability at least34, M fails to learnf
in polynomially many examples, which contradicts the assumption thatM DPExact learnsC. �
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4. Separation results

In this section, we observe a couple of separation results between the PExact and PACmodels. The first
separation result shows representation-independent hardness for PExact-learning of a cryptographically
based concept class that is PAC-learnable. This is based on Blum’s work[5] on separating the PACmodel
from the Exact model.

Theorem 4. There is a class C that is PAC learnable but not PExact learnable if one-way functions
exist.

Proof. Blum [5] defines a classCwith the property that for eachn, Cn contains 2k functions which are
defined by applying a fixed transformation to each of thek-bit strings, fork = �√n�−1 (the size of each
functionf in Cn can therefore be defined such thatsize(f ) = O(

√
n)). Blum then proves that if anEQf

oracle for anyf ∈ C presents its counterexamples in a reverse lexicographic order then any DExact
learning algorithm forC can be used to “break” a one-way functiong employed in the definition ofC.
In fact, his proof immediately extends to our more general definition of Exact learning that allows the
learner to be randomized rather than deterministic. Specifically, it follows that ifC can be Exact learned
by a randomized algorithm with non-negligible probability then there is a polynomial-time randomized
algorithm that breaksgwith non-negligible probability, and therefore one-way functions do not exist.
Now, we will show that it is also the case that ifC is PExact learnable with non-negligible probability

then one-way functions do not exist.Assume that there exists a polynomialp(·, ·) and a PExact algorithm
A such that for anyn, any distributionD overXn, any 0< ��1, and anyf ∈ Cn, � = p(n,2/�) queries
are sufficient forA to learnfwith probability at least 1−�/2, where the probability is over the randomness
in A and in the PExact oracleEQD,f . If we fix any particular� = 1/nO(1) and f, by Lemma2 there
exists a particular distributionD—independent off—such that the probability is at most�/2 thatEQD,f

deviates fromEQf on any hypothesis query made byA in the course of learningf, regardless of the
sequence of hypotheses chosen byA. 3 It follows that the probability thatA fails to learnf in � queries
if the queries are made toEQf rather than toEQD,f is at most(�/2)/(1− �/2)��. Therefore, ifC is
PExact learnable with respect toDwith non-negligible probability thenC is Exact learnable (by the same
algorithm that PExact learnsC) with non-negligible probability, implying that one-way functions do not
exist.
Finally, Blum also shows thatC is PAC learnable[5]. SoC yields a separation between the PExact and

PAC models. �

The second separation result shows, without the need for any unproven assumptions, that the PAC
model under the uniform distribution is not identical to the PExact model under the uniform distribu-
tion when the output of the algorithm is required to belong to a particular representation class. This
result builds on theAC0 learning algorithm of Linial et al.[13] and a lower bound of Krause and
Pudlák[12].

3Technically, if the number of queries made byA is more than|Xn|, then Lemma2does not apply. However, since|Xn| = 2n

for thisC, we can assume that the number of queries is much less than|Xn|.
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Theorem 5. There is a subclass ofAC0 that is efficiently PAC learnable for any constant� > 0 under
the uniform distribution producing a hypothesis that is a threshold of parity functions, but this class is
not PExact learnable under the uniform distribution using the same representation.

Proof. A result Krause and Pudlák shows that there is a function inAC0
3 (polynomial-size circuits of

AND/OR/NOT gates of depth 3) that cannot be represented as a threshold of parity gates containing fewer
than exponentially many parities. On the other hand, Linial et al. proved that all functions inAC0 can
beuniformlyapproximated by a quasi-polynomial size circuit of threshold of parity gates. This yields
a separation between PExact and PAC that is representation dependent. We formalize the details of this
separation in the following.
Krause and Pudlák define anAC0

3 functionF onn variables that has size (number of AND/OR/NOT
gates) at mostn/3 and that cannot be represented exactly as a threshold of parity gates containing
fewer than 2(n/12)

1/3
gates for sufficiently largen. On the other hand, Linial et al. show that an(�/2)-

approximationh to any functionf computable by anAC0 circuit of depthdand sizeM can be PAC learned
using a threshold of at most( ñ

t
)� ñt parities, fort�(20 log2(4M/�))d , whereñ is the number ofrelevant

variables off. The number of examples used by the learning algorithm is polynomial in the number of
parities and in the other learning parameters.
Now fix any constant� > 0 and consider a Krause–Pudlák functionF onn variables of which only

ñ = 3�

4
2log

1/4
2 n

are relevant variables. Note that the Linial–Mansour–Nisan sign-threshold(�/2)-approximator requires
at most

ñt�220
3(log2 ñ) log

3
2(4ñ/(3�))�220

3 log42(4ñ/(3�)) = n20
3

parity functions. But by the Krause–Pudlák lower bound onF, any exact sign-threshold representation
requires at least

2(ñ/12)
1/3 = exp

([
2log

1/4
2 n

]1/3) = n�(1). �

Next, we show that the PExact and Exact models are distinct with respect todistribution-specific
properlearning.We do this by showing that there is a distribution under whichmonotoneDNF is properly
learnable in thePExactmodel. ThatmonotoneDNF is not Exact properly learnablewas shownbyAngluin
[2].

Theorem 6. There is a distribution for which monotone DNF is properly PExact learnable.

Proof. Let |x| denote the Hamming weight of (number of 1’s in)x ∈ {0,1}n. Consider the total ordering
< over the set{0,1}n where

x < y iff |x| < |y|, (1)
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Fig. 2. An algorithm for learning monotone DNF from aPExact oracle.

where ties, i.e., whenever|x| = |y|, are broken arbitrarily. By Lemma2, for any �>0, there is a
distributionD over {0,1}n (that depends solely on� and the ordering<) such that, with probability at
least 1− �, the PExact oracleEQD,f and theorderedEQf oracles return the same counterexamples.
TheorderedEQf oracle returns the least counterexample with respect to the ordering<.

Now consider the simple algorithm of Fig.2 for learning monotone DNFf from EQD,f (eachvi
represents one of then variables off ). Notice first that every counterexample will be labeledtrue .
If each counterexample is returned by the ordered oracleEQf , then it is not hard to verify that each
counterexample causes a term from the target to be added to the hypothesish. So the algorithm succeeds
if each of the examples comes from the ordered oracleEQf , which occurs with probability at least 1−�.

�

5. Relaxing exactness and parallel learnability

We obtain several positive results for parallel learnability in the PAExact model; for example, we show
thatmonotone conjunctions are efficiently learnable in parallel in thePAExactmodel. In contrast, Bshouty
[8] had shown that this class is not efficiently Exact learnable in parallel. In fact, all classes currently
known to be Exact learnable are not efficiently learnable in parallel in the Exact model. The PAExact
model therefore appears to be much more interesting than the Exact model for purposes of studying
parallel learnability.

Theorem 7. The class of monotone conjunctions is efficiently PAExact learnable in parallel.

Proof. Consider the algorithm of Fig.3. Let D be the target distribution andf the target monomial,
and letD0 be the induced distribution obtained by restrictingD to positive examples off. We will say
that a hypothesish0 is an�-approximatorto f with respect toD if Prx∼D[h0(x) �= f (x)]��. Then the
well-known Occam bound for finite hypothesis classes[6] combined with the fact that there are only 2n

monotone conjunctions shows that for any� > 0 andmas defined in the figure, the probability is at most
�/(ln n) that ifmexamples are chosen according toD0 there will exist a monotone conjuctive hypothesis
h0 consistent with the examples that is not a(1/(ln n))-approximator tof (with respect toD0). Sincef
is sampled with respect toD0 by the oracle call at line 3 of the algorithm, and since the hypothesisT1
produced by the algorithm is consistent with the examples drawn,T1 is a(1/(ln n))-approximator tofwith
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Fig. 3. An algorithm for PAExact parallel learning of a monotone conjunction.

respect toD0 with probability at least 1− �/(ln n). Notice also that by constructionT1 will be consistent
with all negative examples off; that is,T1 �⇒ f . Therefore,T1 is also a(1/(ln n))-approximator tof
with respect toD with the same probability.
Next, notice thatPrx∼D[T2(x) �= f (x) | T1(x) = f (x)] = 0, sinceT1 �⇒ T2 �⇒ f . Therefore,

Pr
x∼D[T2(x) �= f (x)] = Pr

x∼D[T2(x) �= f (x) | T1(x) �= f (x)] · Pr
x∼D[T1(x) �= f (x)]. (2)

LetD1 represent the induced distribution obtained by restrictingD to those instances such thatT1(x) �=
f (x). Then the first term in the product of (2) is justPrx∼D1[T2(x) �= f (x)]. Furthermore,EQD,f (T1)

effectively draws examples off according toD1. Therefore, sinceT2 is consistent with these examples by
construction, a second application of the Occam argument gives that the first term of the product in (2) is
also bounded above by 1/(ln n) with probability at least 1− �/(ln n). This implies thatPrx∼D[T2(x) �=
f (x)] < (1/ ln(n))2 with probability at least 1− 2�/(ln n) by the union bound. More generally, with
probability at least 1− �, the error inTk at the end of the at most lnn stages of the algorithm will be at
most(1/ ln n)ln n.
We can createT1 efficiently in parallel by loading each bitxji of each of themexamples onto its own

processor. Themprocessors loaded with biti from each of themexamples can then compute the AND
of thesem bits in time logm using a standard binary tree computation for AND. Computingn parallel
AND’s of m bits each, the overall time to createT1 is O(logm) and the number of processors used is
mn = t . This number of processors is also sufficient for the remaining stages of the algorithm, and the
total time required isO((logm)(logn)). �

A standard reduction argument (see, e.g.,[11]) can also be used to show that for any constantk,
monotonek-DNF (disjunction of conjunctions of at mostk variables) can be learned. A Boolean variable
Vi can be defined for each of theO(nk) conjunctions of at mostk of the original variables. A disjunction
over this new set of variablesVi is then equivalent to amonotonek-DNF over the original set of variables.
Thus, a dual of the above algorithm could be used to learn monotonek-DNF if an oracle over the new set
of variableswas available. But we can easily simulate such an oracle: given a conjunctive hypothesish(V )

over the new variables, we simply create the correspondingk-DNF hypothesish′(v) over the original
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variables such that for every possible assignment to the original variablesv, h′(v) = h(V ). We then
query the original oracle with the hypothesish′. Thus monotonek-DNF is efficiently parallel PAExact
learnable.A similar construction (adding auxiliary variables representing negations of the original literals)
can be used to prove that both non-monotone conjunctions and non-monotonek-DNF are also efficiently
PAExact learnable in parallel.
The above theorem also leads naturally to the following more general observation, which is ob-

tained by simply abstracting the properties of monotone conjunctions used in the proof of the previous
theorem:

Theorem 8. Let function class C have the following properties:

• There exists a polynomialp1(·) such that for all n, |Cn|�2p1(n).
• There is a polynomialp2(·) and a parallel algorithmA such that for anyf ∈ C and any� > 0, if
m = �(ln n)(p1(n)(ln 2)+ ln((ln n)/�)) examples of f are each replicated overp2(n) processors then
A can produce a hypothesis h consistent with the m examples in time polylogarithmic in n, size(f ),
and1/�.

• There is an initial hypothesish0 such that for anyf ∈ C, if the processors are loaded with m
counterexamples toh0, thenwith counterexamples to any hypothesish1 consistentwith these examples,
then with counterexamples to a hypothesish2 that is consistent with the second set of examples,
and so on, then any sequenceh1, h2, . . . of hypotheses produced by runningA after each set of
counterexamples is loaded will be such that for all inputs x, (hi(x) = f (x)) �⇒ (hi+1(x) = f (x))

(notice thath0 is excluded from this requirement).

Then C is efficiently PAExact learnable in parallel.

Similarly, we can obtain a relationship between PAExact and PAC learning (in parallel or
serially):

Theorem 9. If a class C is efficiently(parallel) PAC learnable with the guarantee that for every target
f and distribution D the hypothesis h produced is such thath �⇒ f , then C is efficiently(parallel)
PAExact learnable. Furthermore, if C is properly PAC learnable and is closed under union then C is
properly PAExact learnable.

Proof. Let A be an algorithm that efficiently PAC learnsC, always producing a hypothesis such that
h �⇒ f . The idea is that if we replace calls to the PAC example oracle with calls to an oracleEQD,f (hi)

for a specific series of logarithmically many hypotheseshi , then we can drive the error of the PAC
algorithm down from� to �logn.
Specifically, we will first runA using the oracleEQD,f (h0), whereh0 is the always-false hypothesis,

and with probability at least 1− �/(ln n) efficiently (in parallel, ifA runs efficiently in parallel) produce
a hypothesish1 that is an�-approximator tof with respect to the induced distributionD+ formed by
restrictingD to positive examples off. Since the assumption is thatA produces (with high probability)
h1 such thath1 implies f, h1 can be assumed to agree perfectly withf over the negative examples
of f. Therefore,h1 is also, with probability at least 1− �/(ln n), an �-approximator tof with respect
toD.
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Next,A is run a second time usingEQD,f (h1) as its example oracle. By reasoning as before, with

probability at least 1− 2�/(ln n), A efficiently produces a hypothesish2 such thath′2
def= h1 ∨ h2 is an

�2-approximator tof with respect toD. Setting� = 1/n and repeating this process lnn times gives the
main result. IfA learns efficiently in parallel then each step can be performed efficiently in parallel and
there are lnn steps, so the resulting algorithm is also an efficient parallel learning algorithm using the
same number of processors asA. Also notice that ifC is closed under union andC is properly PAC
learnable then all hypotheses made to the PAExact oracle will also belong toC. �

Asanexampleof anapplicationof this theorem, consider the classof intervals on the real linementioned
in the Introduction. Since this class is PAC learnable by an algorithm that satisfies the requirements of
the theorem (see, e.g.,[3]), this class is also PAExact learnable.

6. Further Work

While this paper has begun the exploration of learning models that lie between the PAC and Exact
models, it also leaves a number of interesting questions open. Two key questions are:

• Are the PAC and PAExact models equivalent? Since the publication of the conference version of this
work, Bshouty andGavinsky[9] have answered this open question, using a boosting approach to show
that (in a distribution-free sense) the models are equivalent.

• Are the Exact and distribution-free, randomized PExact models equivalent?
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